This Week in Class

Literacy

Spelling - Rhyming sounds in poetry, verse, text, advertising jingles, slogans, tunes. Note that spellings can change and the words still rhyme.

Writing - We are exploring poetry types – acrostic, rhyming and shape poems.

Grammar - Our focus is on creating alliterative sentences using nouns, proper nouns, verbs and adjectives e.g. Tall Tim took ten tiny tadpoles to the two tents to talk.

Numeracy

Multiplication – We are looking at repeated addition, ‘groups of’, ‘rows of’, times and using the multiply symbol “X”.

Data & Graphing – Activities involve collection, checking and classification of data in order to create displays of data using lists, tables and picture graphs. We then ask relevant questions to interpret the data e.g. “Which is/are the most popular/least popular/equally popular choice?”

1/2 Market

The crafts are progressing very well indeed and some of the goods the children have produced for sale are quite extraordinary. Please try to make a time to come along. All children were sent home with an information flyer earlier this week.
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